
Enhance your perspective. Deepen 
your experience. Individualize your 
program of study.
Each Tuck Center is led by a practitioner with extensive 
experience in its area of focus. Centers provide a diverse 
set of experiences, engagements, and experiential learning 
opportunities both on and off campus through programs 
and offerings with practitioners, alumni, staff, faculty and 
community members. 

While Tuck has six individual Centers with specific focuses, 
students can collaborate and engage with any and all 
Centers. By proactively taking advantage of the many 
cross-center opportunities available to them, students are 
empowered to truly customize their Tuck MBA experience.

The six Centers at Tuck forge 
pathways of learning and application 
for our students.

 ▶ Revers Center for Energy

 ▶ Center for Digital Strategies

 ▶ Center for Health Care

 ▶ Center for Private Equity and 
Venture Capital 

 ▶ Center for Entrepreneurship

 ▶ Center for Business, Government, 
& Society

CENTERS  

T U C KAT

C E N T E R S

At a climate town hall co-hosted by Tuck, Kevin Yuan T’20 and 
other students quizzed 2020 presidential candidates on their 

plans to combat climate change.

at a glance



THE IMPACT OF 

TUCK’S CENTERS

ARE CENTERS THE EQUIVALENT OF A “MAJOR”?
No, majors aren’t part of the Tuck MBA curriculum, 
but Centers do offer students a unique opportunity 
to personalize their experience and create their own 
unique career pathway—no previous experience 
required. Centers often work in tandem as their fields 
of focus are multidisciplinary. Centers also offer 
opportunities to join a fellow or incubator program for 
students who wish to work even more closely with a 
particular Center (or Centers) throughout their second 
year at Tuck. 

DO STUDENTS JOIN CENTERS?
You can consult Centers for industry-specific 
exploration but you do not have to be accepted 
or formally enroll with them. While each Center 
operates independently they frequently co-sponsor 
programs, events and speakers. You can attend a 
speaker talk, join a workshop, or attend an industry 
trek organized by a Center to tailor your specific 
pathway. Many students will self-identify with a Center 
in one way or another but not always exclusively 
and through a variety of different opportunities.
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Building connections between 
courses, learning, and practice

Supporting the development of 
students as leaders

Offering co-curricular programs 
that deepen understanding

Creating opportunities for 
experiential learning

Extending career support and 
resources unique to their sector

Connecting students with mentors 
within the alumni community

By pairing the application of classroom ideas with career 
explorations, the Centers serve as vital resources for Tuck 
students throughout their MBA journey. They deepen the 
knowledge and experience of Tuck students by:

“Every interaction with the Centers is an 
opportunity to not only learn from experts but 
also to challenge your own understanding of a 
topic. Whether through recruiting or interacting 
with executives, the Centers have absolutely been 
one of the most meaningful resources of my Tuck 
experience.”

—  CRISTIAN MOLINA CORNEJO T’21 

“The Centers have been immensely influential in 
both my career and academic journey. From the 
start of my time at Tuck, the Centers have offered 
me indispensable advice on how to approach my 
career search, have connected me with countless 
alumni for networking conversations, and have 
allowed me to explore some of my more unique 
interests.”

—    HAYLLE REIDY T’21

“
FAQ:  How to Leverage Tuck’s Centers


